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From Information to Choice: A Critical Inquiry Into
Visualization Tools for Decision Making

Emre Oral , Ria Chawla, Michel Wijkstra, Narges Mahyar, and Evanthia Dimara

Abstract—In the face of complex decisions, people often engage in a three-stage process that spans from (1) exploring and analyzing 
pertinent information (intelligence); (2) generating and exploring alternative options (design); and ultimately culminating in (3) selecting 
the optimal decision by evaluating discerning criteria (choice). We can fairly assume that all good visualizations aid in the “intelligence” 
stage by enabling data exploration and analysis. Yet, to what degree and how do visualization systems currently support the other 
decision making stages, namely “design” and “choice”? To further explore this question, we conducted a comprehensive review of 
decision-focused visualization tools by examining publications in major visualization journals and conferences, including VIS, EuroVis, 
and CHI, spanning all available years. We employed a deductive coding method and in-depth analysis to assess whether and how 
visualization tools support design and choice. Specifically, we examined each visualization tool by (i) its degree of visibility for displaying 
decision alternatives, criteria, and preferences, and (ii) its degree of flexibility for offering means to manipulate the decision alternatives, 
criteria, and preferences with interactions such as adding, modifying, changing mapping, and filtering. Our review highlights the 
opportunities and challenges that decision-focused visualization tools face in realizing their full potential to support all stages of the 
decision making process. It reveals a surprising scarcity of tools that support all stages, and while most tools excel in offering visibility 
for decision criteria and alternatives, the degree of flexibility to manipulate these elements is often limited, and the lack of tools that 
accommodate decision preferences and their elicitation is notable. Based on our findings, to better support the choice stage, future 
research could explore enhancing flexibility levels and variety, exploring novel visualization paradigms, increasing algorithmic support, 
and ensuring that this automation is user-controlled via the enhanced flexibility l evels. Our curated list of the 88 surveyed visualization 
tools is available in the OSF link (https://osf.io/nrasz/?view_only=b92a90a34ae241449b5f2cd33383bfcb).

Index Terms—Decision making, visualization, state of the art, review, survey, design, interaction, multi-criteria decision making, MCDM

1 INTRODUCTION

Information understanding can take various forms depending on the
end goal. Consider a city planner making critical decisions about urban
development and a researcher analyzing the broader impacts of such
projects. Both consider environmental, social, and economic factors,
but their approaches differ. The city planner’s workflow may direct
focus to key factors, breaking down complex information, synthesiz-
ing alternative plans, weighing pros and cons, and combining data to
choose the optimal plan. In contrast, the researcher may embark on
a more exploratory journey, diving deep into various other aspects of
urban development and analyzing them in broader contexts. They may
synthesize findings, identify trends, and draw connections between
components, without the constraints of a specific decision making goal.

Given the distinct needs and objectives of decision makers and other
analysts [26, 62], they would likely benefit from different visualization
systems tailored to their unique information processing requirements.
A city planner may require a visualization system emphasizing key
decision criteria and preferences with interactive capabilities for it-
erating over decision alternatives and adapting to decision making
needs [21, 102]. In contrast, an analyst might prefer a system en-
abling extensive data exploration and the discovery of connections and
patterns without being constrained or guided by specific criteria or
goals [48, 83]. This paper investigates how visualization design can
evolve to accommodate the distinct needs of decision making.

Decision making has undoubtedly been studied in the context of visu-
alization, including choice experiments based on one [16], two [22,103]
or multiple criteria [23, 105], and visualizations proposed to assist deci-
sion making for general purposes [15, 35, 68, 98] or within applications
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such as engineering [19], urban planning [29], advertisement [57], or
sport management [14]. However, recent findings suggest that visu-
alization research may not yet fully support real-world decision mak-
ing [3, 13, 25, 26, 52, 86]. Evidence indicates that professional decision
makers are an under-supported community by visualization [13, 26, 86].
An analysis of 940 commercial tools reported by the participants re-
vealed that there is no "decision making" visualization tool that they
can use during their decision making workflow [26]. Meanwhile, deci-
sion makers report a desire to improve their understanding of the data
involved in their decisions since coordinating with the data analysis
team is not always effective [26, 39, 47]. Notably, neither the dedicated
decision support software reviews [31,95] report visualization design as
an inherent component of their functionality (although they inevitably
do contain some visual representations). In addition, research on more
complex visual analytic systems reports on a similar trend. Two recent
visualization surveys in the context of explainable AI [17, 82] revealed
that visualization design focuses on displaying the inner workings of
models, but not on how end-users can involve the model in their deci-
sion making process. However, it remains unclear whether this issue is
inherent to AI models or also applies to all visualization tools designed
for decision support. Furthermore, the extent to which the primary
design goal of all aforementioned systems was explicitly aimed at facil-
itating human decision making, as well as the specific design features
employed to support the decision making process, is still uncertain.

Additionally, another recent survey [25] revealed that visualization
tools have not been evaluated based on their effectiveness in support-
ing decision making tasks. This methodological challenge has been
attributed to the lack of foundations and guidance from decision theory
in the visualization literature [25]. However, this survey [25] focused
solely on the choice of evaluation tasks by the researchers and not on
whether and how visualization designs support decision making.

While evidence suggests a misalignment between decision making
goals and potential visualization support, no survey paper has exam-
ined to what degree and how visualization design aids decision making.
Conducting such a survey entails overcoming certain challenges, par-
ticularly the need for a reliable method to identify ’decision-focused’
visualization tools. Establishing this distinction is crucial, as a lack
of clear criteria could lead to the oversimplified assumption that all
effective visual analytic systems inherently support decisions. More-
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over, even after deriving a list of decision-focused visualization tools,
it remains unclear which criteria, relevant to decision making, should
be used for their systematic assessment. Addressing both questions
requires a deeper understanding of decision making and its components
that can be aided by visualization. Our paper grounds its investigation
on the foundations of decision sciences, evaluating the extent to which
visualizations support specific aspects of the decision making process.

To examine the extent and manner in which current visualization
tools support decision making, we review 88 papers mentioning the
word “decision” in their titles or abstracts, from leading visualization
venues like VIS, EuroVis, and CHI, covering all available years. Draw-
ing from the literature on decision making and visualization, we devise
an approach to identify "decision-focused" visualization tools by rely-
ing on established stages of decision making, namely INTELLIGENCE,
DESIGN, and CHOICE, along with their embedded properties. Employ-
ing a deductive coding method, we begin with preconceived metrics
derived from the literature that are associated with properties of inter-
active visualization design relevant to decision making. Specifically,
we assess each visualization tool based on (i) its degree of VISIBIL-
ITY, which pertains to the display of alternative options, criteria, and
preferences, and (ii) its degree of FLEXIBILITY, which involves offer-
ing means to manipulate alternative options, criteria, and preferences
through interactions such as adding, modifying, changing mappings,
and filtering. We ultimately explore and discuss the opportunities and
challenges faced by visualization tools in realizing their full potential
to support every stage of the decision making process.

2 BACKGROUND: DECISION METRICS & TAGS RATIONALE

This section discusses literature from decision sciences and visualiza-
tion to provide a deeper understanding of what decision making is and
why and how it can be potentially aided by data visualization.

2.1 What is Decision Making?
In the introductory example, we outlined differences between decision
makers and other analysts on their information processing workflow
[73]. Such differences have been identified in the literature for decision
making, including attention, simplification, evaluation, and integration.

Regarding attention, when processing information for decision mak-
ing, attention must often be directed toward key factors relevant to the
decision, filtering out less pertinent information [70, 71]. In our exam-
ple, the decision maker may need a visualization tool that emphasizes
factors critical to urban development, like traffic patterns and environ-
mental regulations, and zoning restrictions. In contrast, the analyst
may need to delve into a broader array of factors, investigating social
demographics, economic impacts, and architectural considerations, all
without the constraint of prioritizing certain factors over others.

In simplification, decision makers often simplify complex informa-
tion by breaking it down into manageable chunks, categorizing data,
and identifying patterns or themes [70, 76]. This helps to reduce the
cognitive load and make the decision process more efficient [70,76]. In
contrast, the analyst may not appreciate prompts for the simplification
of complex information into manageable chunks from a visualization
tool in the same way. They might need tools to probe data complexity,
analyze thoroughly, and reveal hidden relationships.

In evaluation, decision makers evaluate and compare information
relevant to the decision against other alternatives to determine its value
or importance [49]. This involves weighing the pros and cons of various
options, assessing the likelihood of outcomes, and considering the risks
and benefits of each choice [49]. In comparison, the evaluation process
for the analyst may be less focused on weighing the costs and benefits of
specific alternatives, and more on assessing the quality of the data, the
robustness of the analysis methodologies, and the overall significance
of their findings for the broader field of urban development.

In integration, decision makers integrate the information they gath-
ered and evaluated into a coherent, actionable plan [36, 38]. The city
planner may need a visualization tool that helps identify trade-offs,
reconciles conflicting information, and makes a final decision that bal-
ances competing demands and priorities. For the analyst, integration
may be less about reconciling conflicting information to make a final

decision and more about synthesizing findings to generate new insights,
identify trends, and contribute to the existing body of knowledge.

We previously contrasted decision making with other data analysis
types. Now, we discuss Simon’s three stages of decision making [79]—
(1)intelligence, (2) design, and (3) choice—to help further identify dis-
tinct characteristics of decision making tasks and guide the development
of visualization tools tailored to support decision makers effectively.

2.1.1 Decision making stage-1: INTELLIGENCE
In the INTELLIGENCE stage of Simon’s model [79], the decision maker
explores and analyzes pertinent information. This stage is closely
related to the concept of attention, with the decision maker focusing on
key factors relevant to the decision, filtering out irrelevant or distracting
information, and directing attention towards key data sources.

2.1.2 Decision making stage-2: DESIGN
In the DESIGN stage of Simon’s model [79], the decision maker gener-
ates and explores alternative options. This stage requires simplification
of the previous stage, breaking complex information down into manage-
able chunks or categories. Formal methods for the DESIGN stage can be
found in the field of Decision Analysis, which draws on decision theory,
operations research, statistics, and behavioral sciences to provide a
structured approach to making decisions in complex and uncertain situ-
ations, developing decision models and representations of the problem,
and identifying decision criteria and alternatives [49]. Yet, while visual-
ization systems incorporating formal methods can be effective, formal
methods may not fully support all the creative activities of the DESIGN
stage that a decision maker engages in, such as brainstorming, scenario
planning, mental simulations, and intuitive judgments, all of which play
a role in generating and exploring alternative options [18, 51].

2.1.3 Decision making stage-3: CHOICE
In the CHOICE stage of Simon’s model [79], the decision maker selects
the optimal decision by evaluating discerning criteria. This stage is
closely related to the evaluation of options generated in the previous
stage, including considerations of weights and preferences, costs and
benefits, and potential outcomes of each option, as well as likelihood
assessments of success. A level of integration occurs in all three
stages of Simon’s model but is especially true during CHOICE, where
the decision maker integrates the information they have gathered and
evaluated into a coherent plan or decision. They may need to reconcile
conflicts, prioritize factors, integrate various data types, and consider
decision context.

CHOICE stage studies involving a small set of criteria, such as risk
or profit, are common in visualization [46, 77, 103]. The CHOICE
stage with many criteria is known in visualization literature as a “multi-
attribute choice task” [23] or “preferential choice”, introduced in the
context of multi-criteria decision making visualization tools, such as
Value Charts [11, 15], Attribute Explorer [81], SmartClient [72] and
EZChooser [99]. Multi-criteria decision making (MCDM) is a sub-
discipline of operations research that builds upon decision theory [50]
and formalizes and develops methods to aid multi-attribute choice
tasks [102]. MCDM involves the decision maker’s judgment [21] as
input for various MCDM methods for solving decision problems [89].
Examples of MCDM methods include PROMETHEE, which focuses on
ordering criteria, MAUT, which requires extensive input values from the
decision maker, or SAW, which needs precise weighting operations in
each step [89]. According to the MCDM formalizations, in the CHOICE
stage of decision making, the following three elements are considered:

• Decision alternatives: the options to address a specific problem or
goal. For the city planner, the alternatives might include building
a new highway or improving public transportation.

• Decision criteria: the factors used to evaluate and compare the
alternatives. For the city planner, the decision criteria could
involve environmental impact, cost, and traffic congestion.

• Decision preferences or weights: the importance assigned to
each criterion based on the decision maker’s priorities. For the
city planner, the preferences would depend on their emphasis on
sustainability, budget constraints, or reducing traffic bottlenecks.
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2.1.4 Conclusion for ’decision-focused’ visualizations
Our previous discussions revolved around decision making stages and
properties. To identify “decision-focused” visualization tools, we fol-
low the requirement proposed by Dimara & Stasko [25]: a decision-
focused visualization tool should at minimum support the CHOICE
stage, visualizing some decision alternatives. Inclusion of INTELLI-
GENCE and DESIGN stages can be optional but advantageous. For the
CHOICE stage, MCDM methods and properties share a common design
requirement: flexible iterations for comparisons [89], supported by
transparency to establish the “one-to-one correspondence” between
criteria values and the evaluation of decision alternatives [89]. Yet, it is
essential to acknowledge that excluding tools lacking a CHOICE stage
may not fully encompass the value of visualization in other decision
stages. For instance, medical diagnostic tools play a significant role in
the INTELLIGENCE stage by aiding in the identification of problems
and specifying symptoms. Therefore, future research should explore
the role of visualizations across all stages and types of decision making.
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Fig. 1: An illustration of a decision matrix of a decision maker in urban
development consisting of criteria, alternatives, and preferences. While
the new highway may be more cost-effective and reduce congestion to
a greater extent, the improved public transportation has less negative
environmental impact, reflecting the decision maker’s preference (i.e.
weight function) for environmental considerations.

2.2 Decision VISIBILITY

Visualization research has studied decision making in critical applica-
tion domains such as engineering design [19] and civics [45] as well as
in domain-agnostic setups of personal [23, 27], and group [41, 61] deci-
sion making. A consistent observation among these works is the need
for transparency by means of direct retrieval of the decision criteria,
alternatives, and often preferences (or weights) as illustrated in Fig. 1.

The visibility of a system’s functionalities is crucial for effective
interface design, as emphasized by HCI and Design expert [66, 67].
Nielsen’s first usability heuristic suggests that system design should
keep users informed and provide timely feedback [66], while Norman
highlights visibility as a basic design principle. For decision making,
visible criteria and transparent factors enhance informed decisions,
trust, and satisfaction [40, 44, 92]. Researchers note that the lack of
transparency in machine learning algorithms, obscuring decision cri-
teria, negatively impacts users [17, 82]. Transparent computational
approaches further help decision makers to figure out conflicts and
differences in opinions and build common ground [61].

Applying transparency to complex problems and system design
is not a trivial task. One great counterexample is using reduction
techniques such as dimensionality reduction. Dimensionality reduction
(DR) techniques help with visual exploration of high-dimensional data
by projecting the data into low-dimensional space, mostly 2D or 3D
[85]. For example, [84] implemented a method to present the points on
low-dimensional space to represent the trade-offs of the decision space.
However, despite the important benefits of such reduction techniques,
decision makers see them unfavorably, even in domains with complex
Pareto optimization problems because they hinder the direct retrieval
of any criteria value from any alternative [19].

The importance of supporting transparency amplifies in sociopoliti-
cal decision making such as elections, urban planning, and environmen-
tal and health policies where various stakeholders have high stakes in
decisions [60]. Especially due to the inherently political nature of civic
decisions, transparency in decision making becomes increasingly im-
portant [10]. Yet, given the size and complexity of data and supporting
the visibility of features, various functionalities and criteria in complex
systems remain a challenge that has not been explored yet.

This paper examines the extent to which decision-focused visualiza-
tion tools (Sec. 2.1.4) support transparency, particularly in terms of
decision criteria, alternatives, and preferences, by providing methods
for making them visible and comprehensible to all stakeholders.
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Fig. 2: Classes of interactions of our FLEXIBILITY metric based on the
Dimara & Perin interaction taxonomy [24].

2.3 Decision FLEXIBILITY
Enhancing visualization interactivity has been suggested to counteract
decision biases. By examining the interaction logs of decision makers,
researchers can identify behavioral signs of cognitive bias in visual
analytics [90]. A strategy influenced by the MCDM method “elimination
by aspects” has demonstrated its effectiveness in reducing decision
biases, as it prompts the exclusion of irrelevant information from the
display [22]. Decision makers across various roles, organizational
sizes, and sectors (e.g., commercial, nonprofit, health, government,
education) have expressed concerns over the limited interactivity of
current visualization tools, calling for more data input options and a
more adaptable organization of their data within customized layouts
[26]. We now unpack what this reported lack of flexibility entails.

Flexibility in visualization has been connected to the degree of in-
teractivity offered by a visualization system. Flexibility is defined
as “the number of distinct, allowable actions of a person on the in-
terface, as well as the number of interaction means with which the
person can perform each action”, a concept based on Gibson’s idea of
affordance, which refers to “what the environment offers the individual”
[24]. To measure the flexibility of a visualization system, researchers
have proposed an interaction taxonomy that includes seven classes of
interactions: INPUT (interactions with raw data) or their functions),
PROCESSING (interactions with functions over raw data), MAPPING
(changing or choosing data representation), PRESENTATION (modify-
ing the specific data representation), as well as META, SOCIAL and
INTERFACE (non-data interactions) [24] (see Fig. 2).

Among these, PRESENTATION is the most prevalent interaction class,
enabling users to alter the specific data presentation through features
such as highlighting, filtering and zooming (i.e., standard “interaction
techniques” [101])). Another class is PROCESSING, which allows
users to interact with functions over the raw data, like modifying the
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Fig. 3: Our methodology for paper collection and content analysis of “decision-focused” visualization tools in the final 27 papers.

underlying models or their parameters. MAPPING, a less common
class, deals with whether users can alter or even select the way data are
represented. MAPPING interactions, as demonstrated by sketch-based
data visualization [100], are essential for decision makers to enable
representations that align with their mental models of the decision space
[26]. INPUT interactions, which are usually the least implemented in
visualization systems [43], are particularly crucial for decision makers
[26]. INPUT interactions involve systems permitting decision makers
to incorporate their knowledge by editing or adding new criteria not
present in the dataset, following design recommendations by Huron &
Willet on using visualizations as input methods [42].

This paper assesses visualization tools on their flexibility for deci-
sion making, encompassing all the aforementioned interaction classes.
Fig. 2.b introduces three additional “non-data” interaction classes, with
social [26] being particularly critical for group-level decisions [8].
Our focus is on data comprising criteria, alternatives, and preferences,
which are critical for implementing the CHOICE stage. The three extra
interaction classes do not explicitly operate on these data elements but
rather on external components [24]. Thus, we have excluded these
classes from our FLEXIBILITY metric, concentrating our analysis on
the interactions that directly impact the decision making process.

To address decision makers’ requests for increased interactivity [26],
we examine the extent to which current decision-focused visualiza-
tion tools are designed to support flexibility by providing methods for
making them accessible to all stakeholders.

3 METHODOLOGY

In this study, we conducted a detailed qualitative content analysis of
visualization tools that support decision making. This section outlines
our paper collection process (Fig. 3), coding process, and the final
derived metrics and tags.

3.1 Paper Collection Process

We collected papers from all years in all major visualization venues,
TVCG, VIS, InfoVis, VAST, EuroVis, CGF, and CHI, using their re-
spective libraries, IEEE (computer.org/csdl/), ACM (dl.acm.org), Euro-
graphics (diglib.eg.org) and Google Scholar. We considered only full
papers with the keyword “decision” in the title or abstract, as it encom-
passes a wide range of decision-related concepts, such as “decision
making support”, “decision aid/assistance”, “multi-criteria decision
making” and “decision analysis”. This broad query aimed to capture
the largest possible number of papers focusing on tools designed to
support decision making. We use the term “tool” to refer to all types
of contributions of visualization solutions based on the IEEE VIS area
model, such as new visual representations and techniques, systems as
well as application-specific solutions. We then removed the papers
where the word “decision” referred to designer decisions, algorithmic
decisions, or did not contain data visualizations (most common in CHI
entries). Our choice of visualization venues, search engines, and key-
words are identical to a survey on visualization and decision making
tools [25]. However, we excluded empirical, theoretical or BELIV
workshop papers because our focus was on papers that proposed a tool.

From the initial 88 papers, we carefully reviewed each manuscript,
focusing particularly on the abstract, introduction, design rationale, and
conclusion. This allowed us to narrow down our selection to 60 papers
where the authors claimed that their tool supports decision making.
Ultimately, we identified 27 papers on the design of “decision-focused”
visualization tools for further analysis (see Fig. 3 and Sec. 2.1.4 where
the term “decision-focused” was clarified).

3.2 Coding Process
Our coding approach was primarily deductive incorporating elements of
inductive methods through iterative refinement of metric definitions and
tag applications [28]. We employed a team-based coding approach [59]
involving five coders (the authors of this paper) with distinct roles
and responsibilities. The assessment of visualization tools was based
on the design section of each paper, additional figures, video demos,
supplementary materials (if available), and online searches for web-
based versions of the tools or video demonstrations provided by the
authors or found on YouTube and Vimeo.

Two independent primary coders [59] were responsible for initially
coding the tools using the predefined metrics of VISIBILITY and FLEX-
IBILITY. To calculate inter-rater reliability, we determined Cohen’s
Kappa [20] after each iteration. While there are no strict guidelines on
interpreting Cohen’s Kappa K value, a score of K ≤ 0.7 is considered
satisfactory for inter-coder reliability, and a score of K ≥ 0.75 is con-
sidered excellent [32]. The first iteration consisted of verbal discussion
and rough guidelines for scoring tools. The two coders independently
scored 10 tools, obtaining a score of K = 0.55. This score represented
moderate agreement, which was deemed unsatisfactory. In the next
iteration, after evaluating discrepancies in scoring, the guidelines were
strengthened and revised. The two coders independently scored 10 dif-
ferent tools, reaching a reliability score of K = 0.81, justifying the use of
a single coder to review the remaining tools. A different lead coder [59]
reviewed all the tools coded by the independent coders, expanded the
metric applications, and applied the additional tags. This lead coder
was not independent, as they had seen the scores of the independent
coders. Two consulting coders reviewed tool subsets and met regularly
with the other coders [59] to discuss unclear points, refinements of tags
and metrics, and provide insights.

3.3 Final Tags & Metrics Scoring System
This section presents the final specifications for tags and metrics based
on our analysis of the literature from decision sciences and visualization
(Sec. 2) and our content analysis and coding process (Sec. 3.2). Our
analysis uses 23 tags. The first tag is the DM-GOAL ({Yes, No}),
determining if the authors claim their tool supports decision making
(applied to 88 tools). If DM-GOAL is ’Yes,’ the decision making stage
tags (See definitions in Sec. 2) are applied to the remaining 60 tools:
INTELLIGENCE, DESIGN, and CHOICE ({Yes, No} for each). If CHOICE
is ’Yes,’ the visualization design assessment tags are applied to the 27
tools. These tags are subdivided into three categories:

1. Visibility Tags: criteria, alternatives, and preferences ({Yes,
Partly, No} for each), assessing the visibility of these compo-
nents in the visualization.

2. Flexibility Tags: INPUT, MAPPING, PROCESSING, and PRESEN-
TATION ({Yes, No} for each of the criteria, alternatives, and
preferences), evaluating the tool’s modifiability of these elements.
See interaction classes definitions in Sec. 2.3.

3. Other Tags: MCDM ({Yes, No}), indicating if the tool supports
multi-criteria decision making; DR/DA ({Yes, No}), determining
if the tool offers dimensionality reduction or criteria aggregation;
AI ({Yes, No}), denoting if the choice stage is aided by AI or ML;
and GENERALIZABILITY ({Yes, No}), identifying if the authors
claim that their tool applies to generic datasets.

To identify the user allowable tasks, the coders used the definitions
from the interaction framework reviewed in Sec. 2.3, but several other
interaction taxonomies could have been used (see [24] for a review).
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These tasks include INPUT, where the decision maker can add, edit,
or delete alternatives (self-decided or based on a recommendation),
criteria, and preferences (exact numbers or weight approximations).
The decision maker can also perform MAPPING to switch to or cre-
ate a new representation of alternatives, criteria, or preferences. In
PROCESSING, the decision maker can modify or add new functions
for alternatives (e.g., a new alternatives creation model), criteria (e.g.,
aggregation or model parameters), and preferences (e.g., MCDM weight
function). Finally, the decision maker can adjust the PRESENTATION of
alternatives, criteria, and preferences through specific representations
(e.g., select, highlight, navigate, or zoom).

Our simplified coding scheme with three VISIBILITY levels, results
from the detail level in the tool descriptions from some papers. Coders
couldn’t extract more granularity due to insufficient explanations. Fu-
ture research could benefit from additional granularity in metrics, espe-
cially if used during the design phase of a new visualization.

Next, we discuss the scoring system of our metrics derived from
the tags VISIBILITY and FLEXIBILITY. The VISIBILITY metric ranges
from 0 to 12 and assigns a score of 4 for ’Yes,’ 2 for ’Partly,’ and 0 for
’No’ for each of the three visibility tags (e.g., for criteria). The sum
of these scores for all visibility tags yields the total VISIBILITY score.
The FLEXIBILITY metric also ranges from 0 to 12, with each ’Yes’
for a specific class (e.g., INPUT) and decision element (e.g., criteria)
receiving a score of 1. The sum of these scores for all flexibility tags
yields the total FLEXIBILITY score.

We note that the numerical scores assigned to FLEXIBILITY and VIS-
IBILITY metrics do not carry any inherent meaning, and their absolute
values should not be used for direct comparison. To prevent any misin-
terpretation of the importance of one metric over the other, we assigned
a maximum of 12 points to both FLEXIBILITY and VISIBILITY. These
scores provide a means to compare the relative performance of tools
within their respective categories. For instance, a higher FLEXIBILITY
score may suggest a tool supports a larger number of interaction classes
or more decision elements. Furthermore, tools with identical scores
may still differ in the specific areas of FLEXIBILITY or VISIBILITY in
which they excel. For example, one tool may offer more FLEXIBILITY
in criteria, while another may have greater FLEXIBILITY in weights.

4 RESULTS

This section presents the results of our content analysis of the 60
visualization tools designed to support decision making, from the 88
decision-relevant papers published in major visualization journals and
conferences over all available years. Fig. 4 displays our tagging, as
described in Sec. 3 (black square for ’Yes’, white for ’No’) and metric
scores (black bar charts). Fig. 5 showcases representative figures of
the 27 decision-focused tools that support the CHOICE stage, using
a diverging color scale. The complete curated list of the 88 tools is
available in the supplementary materials, for which we have provided
the OSF link in the abstract section. For each visualization tool, we will
use the notation ([citation], column number in Fig. 4, letter in Fig, 5).

4.1 How visible are the decision-focused visualizations?
4.1.1 Visibility of Decision Alternatives
All 27 decision-focused tools show alternatives in a fully visible manner.
While most of them facilitate the comparison of alternatives on the same
screen, Andrienko et al. ( [4], 21, c) is an exception, which presents
alternatives sequentially. Andrienko et al. represents the parameters
of an evacuation plan, and a planner can explore each criterion and
monitor how the new plans perform based on the number of people
rescued, the capacity of the vehicles at any time, and the status of nearby
cities in which people are evacuated. The sequential presentation allows
for a step-by-step exploration of each dimension and the creation of a
new plan based on the changing parameters. Overall, the high level of
visibility of alternatives in the reviewed tools indicates that visualization
designers recognize the importance of making all decision alternatives
clearly visible to decision makers.

Besides visibly presenting alternatives, some tools provide features
to enhance scalability and user experience with numerous alternatives.
For example, BNVA ( [97], 11, d) allows users to expand and collapse

alternative sets based on shared features, such as bus routes with shared
stops, to improve the scalability of the system for larger datasets. Simi-
larly, ManyPlans ( [94], 6, l) and Ribicic et al. ( [74], 7, q) enable users
to collapse different connected branches into a single track while still
providing the ability to expand the original branches, enhancing the
user experience for growing alternative sets.

4.1.2 Visibility of Decision Criteria
Out of the 27 decision making tools we analyzed, criteria are fully
visible in 20, while the remaining tools only partially display criteria
due to deliberate design choices. Afzal et al. ( [1], 19, a) acknowledged
their design limitation, as users can monitor only one criterion on the
decision history tree’s y-axis. Ribicic et al. ( [74], 7, q) and WorldLines
( [93], 8, y) showed a subset of criteria in their evaluation view, even
though the flood manager user requested to balance cost, time, and
effectiveness. AHP Treemaps ( [5], 10, b) allows users to see only the
title of criteria in a treemap and not their values, while Hi-Trees ( [63],
27, i) displays facts about alternatives (cons, pros, etc.) without a clear
set of criteria. Pelt et al. ( [88], 20, n) show only treatment-focused
criteria on their 3D layered model view, and Ziegler et al. ( [106], 25,
z) present risk and assets performance on a Dominance Plot.

Sec. 2.2 suggested that criteria obscuring concerns are often associ-
ated with dimensionality reduction or data aggregation. However, some
reviewed tools with the DR/DA tag, like SRVis ( [96], 9, t) and Skylens
( [104], 16, r), facilitate the exploration of similarities between alterna-
tives while still maintaining full visibility of criteria. In addition to the
projection view that shows alternatives in 2D space, they offer other
representations such as tabular views (SRVis, Skylens) and radar charts
(Skylens) displaying all criteria transparently. Moreover, there were
tools with data aggregation that offered full criteria visibility, like Fair-
Sight ( [2], 14, e) and Kreiser et al., ( [53], 26, j) . Although FairSight
only shows aggregated utility and fairness measures of each ranking
on the ranking list view, a user can see the details of all criteria in the
feature inspection view. Similarly, although Kreiser et al. acknowl-
edged the importance of focusing user attention on treatment-specific
information, their design choice kept both decision-critical aggregated
swallow data and individual data on the same screen while highlighting
decision-critical information with highly saturated colored regions.

4.1.3 Visibility of Decision Preferences
Despite most tools displaying alternatives and criteria with full visi-
bility, as discussed in Sec. 4.1.1 and Sec. 4.1.2, only 7 of them fully
show decision preferences. The most common method, found in 5 of
these 7 tools, including Podium ( [91], 2, o) , LiteVis ( [80], 3, k) ,
ReACH ( [98], 4, p) , WeightLifter ( [68], 5, x) and SRVis ( [96], 9, t) ,
enables users to rank alternatives and observe the outcome weights on
stacked bar graphs. Notably, WeightLifter also features a unique trian-
gular visual representation that facilitates sensitivity analysis of weight
changes. In contrast, AHP treemaps ( [5], 10, b) and Zooids ( [54], 1,
aa) present decision preferences using different representations. AHP
treemaps allows users to input their decision problem, criteria titles,
and alternatives in a hierarchical treemap structure with entities coded
as rectangles. Decision makers can adjust rectangle sizes to express
their preference for different alternatives and criteria. Zooids, which
are mini robots, demonstrated a use case for an admission committee
selecting the best candidate to enroll. Committee members can load
candidate data into candidate zooids by placing an empty zooid onto
candidate data on a tablet screen. Similarly, they can place a magnet
zooid on a criterion on the tablet. To assign different weights to various
criteria, users adjust the attraction force of magnet zooids by rotating
them clockwise or counterclockwise, encoding different criteria values
and eliciting preference weights for each criterion.

4.2 How flexible are the decision-focused visualizations?
4.2.1 Flexibility of Decision Alternatives
Concerning the PRESENTATION of alternatives, our analysis shows that
all tools, except 6, enable users to modify the alternatives’ presentation
using at least one interaction medium (like hovering, brushing and
linking, selecting and highlighting, filtering, adjusting visual marks, or
panning and zooming). Although our binary scoring solely captures the
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Fig. 4: Summary of the 60 visualization tools explicitly designed to facilitate decision making, categorized based on their support for each
decision making stage, flexibility, visibility, and additional tags and metrics. Notably, only 27 tools support the CHOICE and 11 the DESIGN stage.

availability of at least one of these interaction techniques, our further
design analysis reveals that some tools provide multiple techniques
(e.g., WeightLifter ( [68], 5, x) , WorldLines ( [93], 8, y) , Pelt et al.
( [88], 20, n) . Tools lacking alternatives presentation flexibility, like
FairSight ( [2], 14, e) , show alternatives rankings in a tabular view with
static sliders representing different criteria utility and fairness values,
without any interaction for manipulating the presentation of rankings.

FairSight ( [2], 14, e) is the only tool enabling interaction at the
PROCESSING level, allowing to modify functions or add models to
create alternatives (see Sec.,3.3). While 11 tools offer ways to create
new alternatives using existing functions (e.g., FinVis ( [75], 12, f) uses
a menu to input criteria values and a button to add the new alternative
to the tabular view and line graph), they do not provide an interactive
way to modify or add another function.

Like the presentation-level flexibility for alternatives, we found that
most tools provide users the ability to change MAPPING by switching
or creating new visual representations of alternatives. For example, Pelt
et al. ( [88], 20, n) built a visualization system in which a zoomable
multilayered 3D model of a brain vessel shows several stent configu-
rations (alternatives) in different visual representations, such as plain
disks, flower glyphs, or radar charts at each zoom level. FinVis ( [75],
12, f) enables users to switch between a tabular view and a line chart to
monitor alternative investments in different visual representations. In
contrast to Pelt et al., most tools assist flexibility of alternatives map-
ping only by switching between different windows (e.g., SmartClient
Travels ( [72], 17, s) , ReACH ( [98], 4, p) , Podium ( [91], 2, o) ,
ManyPlans ( [94], 6, l) ). Furthermore, Zooids ( [54], 1, aa) assists
users with a broad range of possibilities, allowing to place mini robots
in any configuration , such as freely placing them on the table and using
magnet zooids to see the position of alternative zooids with respect to
magnet (i.e., criteria) or creating a scatterplot formation of alternatives.

On alternatives INPUT, we found only 11 tools allowing to interac-
tively add alternatives, crucial for the DESIGN decision stage. Among
them, LiteVis ( [80], 3, k) , ManyPlans ( [94], 6, l) , Ribicic et al.
( [74], 7, q) and WorldLines ( [93], 8, y) support alternative creation
by clicking nodes on a tree view, inputting parameters using 2D or
3D sketch views, or selecting a region in a 3D simulation view and in-
putting simulation parameters in another steering view. FairSight ( [2],
14, e) uses a machine-learning algorithm where users select different
parameter priorities to create ranking alternatives from a candidate list,
enabling fair and unbiased decisions. Afzal et al. ( [1], 19, a) allow
inputting various epidemic countermeasures using a pop-up menu to
enter values for individual measures via text fields. Zooids ( [54], 1,
aa) offers a highly flexible method for creating alternatives by placing
a zooid on a tablet’s touch screen to load a candidate’s data.

4.2.2 Flexibility of Decision Criteria
Almost all tools offer flexible criteria at the PRESENTATION level, with
the exceptions of Kreiser et al. ( [53], 26, j) and Hi-Trees ( [63], 27,
i) . The remaining tools enable criteria flexibility at the presentation
level by simply highlighting STRATOS ( [6], 24, u), navigating (e.g.,
changing the angle of the 3D model in Pelt et al. ( [88], 20, n) ), filtering
criteria values using sliders (e.g., Vismon ( [12], 18, w); Free Flight
( [7], 15, g)), Guo et al ( [37], 23, i) ), checkboxes in Afzal et al. ( [1],
19, a), slider bar on a histogram in BNVA ( [97], 11, d), dragging and
dropping criteria values to change their order in AHP Treemaps ( [5],
10, b), and brushing on parallel coordinates (e.g., WeightLifter ( [68],
5, x)); adding stickers onto physical mini robots in Zooids ( [54], 1,
aa), collapsing and expanding line ensembles for different simulation
parameters in ManyPlans ( [94], 6, l) and Ribicic et al. ( [74], 7, q).
In contrast to alternatives, where FairSight ( [2], 14, e) offers flexible
alternatives at the processing level, we did not find any tools that assist
PROCESSING level interaction of criteria.

On MAPPING, most tools are interactive via switching to different
windows (e.g., Podium ( [91], 2, o), LiteVis ( [80], 3, k), ReACH ( [98],
4, p) , BNVA ( [97], 11, d)). For some tools, it was possible to switch
to other visual representations of criteria by using a zoom function
(Pelt et al. ( [88], 20, n)). Zooids ( [54], 1, aa) enables users to pick
up and place robots anywhere in any form of visual representation,
demonstrating the flexibility of physicalization to facilitate decision
makers in evaluating criteria from different perspectives.

Only 9 tools support flexible criteria INPUT. ReACH ( [98], 4, p)
users can input reachability constraints, such as departure and arrival
times, affecting reachability scores visualized as a heatmap. ManyPlans
( [94], 6, l) , Ribicic et al. ( [74], 7, q) and WorldLines ( [93], 8, y)
users can modify criteria for all alternatives, like water velocity or
embankment type. Urbane ( [30], 13, v) users can adjust criteria, such
as building location and height, using select and steer options in 3D
mode to evaluate urban development suitability in each region.
4.2.3 Flexibility of Decision Preferences
We found limited flexibility of preferences compared to alternatives
and criteria. At the PRESENTATION level, only 3 tools enable flexibility
of preferences. Zooids ( [54], 1, aa) lets users modify the attraction
force of a magnet zooid (criteria) and observe changes in the light’s
brightness. Podium ( [91], 2, o), allows toggling the visibility of bars
representing criterion weight. In WeightLifter ( [68], 5, x) , users can
filter weight values (e.g., setting a minimum weight for a particular
criterion). No tools were found that support PROCESSING-level inter-
action for preferences. Importantly, only Podium provides MAPPING
flexibility, enabling users to view preferences in various visual repre-
sentations by switching between views (e.g., vertical lines in tabular
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Fig. 5: A mosaic of representative figures for the 27 decision-focused tools supporting the CHOICE stage, arranged alphabetically. The diverging
color scale highlights the VISIBILITY and FLEXIBILITY scores, with greener shades indicating above-average scores (i.e., 6/12) and red shades
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view and red/green bars in the control panel under the attributes tag).
Only 7 tools support INPUT flexibility of preferences. Most have

a ranking view and feature stacked bars in a tabular layout, allowing
to add preferences by changing the size of rectangles representing
criteria (e.g., LiteVis ( [80], 3, k) , ReACH ( [98], 4, p) , WeightLifter
( [68], 5, x) SRVis ( [96], 9, t)) . Instead, to input preferences, Podium
( [91], 2, o) , allows to drag and drop rows in the tabular view, and
the model calculates weights based on users’ manual ranking. Users
can also change their preferences by adjusting the size of horizontal
bars in the control panel. With Zooids ( [54], 1, aa) , users can modify
the attraction force of magnet zooids to input their preferences for
a criterion. AHP treemaps ( [5], 10, b) enable users to input their
preferences for criteria and alternatives using the hook and pump tools.

4.3 AI Assistance, Domains & Lack of Choice Support

Only 5 decision-focused tools provide algorithmic assistance (e.g., for
preference elicitation, ranking, scheduling, event sequence prediction,
and treatment recommendation). Podium ( [91], 2, o) utilizes Ranking
SVM to facilitate users’ preference elicitation process. Podium users
can drag and drop rows to manually rank the alternatives, and the model
calculates inferred weights for criteria. Andrienko et al. ( [4], 21, c)
use a genetic algorithm to automatically create an evacuation schedule
and FairSight ( [2], 14, e) implemented their own machine learning
model based on top-k ranking to enable users to identify possible biases
(e.g., on gender) and also select different ranking algorithms such as
RankSVM, Logistic Regression, and SVM. Muller et al. ( [65], 22, m)
utilize BNs to create the optimal treatment option for cancer treatment.
Guo et al ( [37], 23, i) utilize TRNN to predict the event sequence, the
outcome of which is later shown in a disk glyph. Most of these tools
lack the ability to enable users to change model parameters to support
the DESIGN stage of their decision making process.

Different domains, as shown in Fig. 4 Gen, exhibit various design
patterns and focus on different aspects of the decision making process.
In domains where trade-off analysis is critical, more emphasis is placed
on the DESIGN stage, and interactive sketching is utilized to explore
alternative solutions. Examples include flood management ( Ribicic
et al. ( [74], 7, q) , ManyPlans ( [94], 6, l) ), urban planning ( Urbane
( [30], 13, v) ), and lighting design ( LiteVis ( [80], 3, k) ). In the
finance domain, tools such as FinVis ( [75], 12, f) and Ziegler et al.
( [106], 25, z) , tend to have simpler designs focusing on selecting assets
and portfolios. In the health domain, designers prioritized displaying
decision-critical criteria. Understanding domain-specific challenges
guides the creation of tailored decision making tools. Despite the
importance of focusing doctors on key information, the paper didn’t
clarify why access to all criteria was restricted. Interestingly, our top-2
flexible tools are domain-general tools (Zooids and Podium).

The other 33 tools, which assert support for decision making, focus
solely on data exploration and analysis. For instance, MatchPad offers
real-time analysis of match statistics and events on a tablet interface,
claiming to aid coaches in decision making. While exploring data is
useful, decision makers may require more support in the DESIGN and
CHOICE stages for informed decisions. Similarly, tools like Zhang
et al. and TaxiVis support urban data analysis but lack alternatives.
Nguyen et al. approaches decision making more closely by facilitating
multi-faceted decision making in cybersecurity, but ultimately, focuses
on identifying and investigating unusual action sequences.

5 DISCUSSION

Our extensive search for visualization tools designed to support decision
making uncovered a scarcity of decision-focused tools (see Sec. 2.1.4).
Despite the vastness of the decision making domain, we were surprised
to find a number of tools in our corpus comparable to that of visual-
ization surveys on more specialized and recent topics, such as Bitcoin
visualization [87]. In these tools, we found that support for decision
preferences and flexibility was inadequate, particularly in terms of input
and processing interactions, as well as preferences mapping, despite
the visibility of alternatives and criteria. Next, we delve deeper into our
findings and their implications for decision makers.

5.1 Implications of Missing Features in Decision Tools
Missing certain features in visualization tools can have implications
for decision effectiveness. Our findings revealed limited support for
automating certain parts of the decision making process, including AI
assistance, dimensionality reduction, and decision guidance. This is
surprising given the complexity of modern decisions, the abundance
of data, and the increasing number of criteria to consider. The integra-
tion of AI in visualization systems has been widely explored [17, 82],
highlighting its potential also for decision making. Future research can
focus on facilitating the choice stage, especially when dealing with
numerous alternatives or attributes, by incorporating recommendations
with user control via enhanced flexibility levels of processing inter-
actions. This in turn will help enhance the scalability of tools. For
instance, categorical colors can be used to encode decision criteria,
such as stacked bar visualizations [68, 80]. Additionally, AI assistance
in preference elicitation, an area where MCDM research can provide
valuable insights [102], can shed light on the complexity of the pref-
erence elicitation process. Assisting decision makers in this area not
only benefits their decision making process but also supports the design
of evaluation protocols that rely on ground truth metrics [23]. Deci-
sion strategies also need to be recommended to decision makers [22].
Interestingly, our review did not identify any tool that suggests a way
of deciding, an area where MCDM could offer valuable guidance. In-
adequate automation support for human-driven decision making may
fuel arguments for complete automation, given the potential for human
errors due to data complexity.

In addition to the absence of automation support, the lack of input
features in many of these tools further restricts opportunities for deci-
sion makers to incorporate their own knowledge [56], despite prior user
feedback demanding such features in existing works [23, 64]. Further-
more, the scarcity of input features also affects the stages of decision
making they support, particularly the design stage, which is currently
only addressed by a few tools. During this stage, scenario simulations
necessitate the input of new alternatives, potentially explaining the lim-
ited number of tools that incorporate simulations and 3D model views
showcasing their corresponding effects [30, 74, 93, 94]. To address this
limitation, visualization research could explore the use of visualization
as data inputs, as suggested by Huron and Willet [42].

Furthermore, it’s not just whether certain features are supported
but also their quality. For example, we observed standard mapping
features that allow decision makers to switch between existing and
effective in terms of precision representations, like tabular layouts [9,
23], stacked bars [35, 78], parallel coordinates [23, 33], and spatial
layouts for specific domains [97]. Yet, these representations were
predetermined by the designers. Decision makers could only view
their decision space through the eyes of the designer. In previous
research, when asked to draw decision-related information, decision
makers seemed to create different layouts, like flow diagrams, pros
and cons lists, and unique trees [26]. This underlines the importance
of visualization research investigating how to allow decision makers
to view their decision space within their own mental model [58], e.g.,
via abstracted components, sketching, or physical manipulation like
Zooids [54]. Such flexibility would be crucial for the decision making
process, which, besides support from formal decision analysis methods
[49], can be enhanced with brainstorming, collaboration, synthesis, and
planning features [18, 51].

5.2 Extending Decision Support Features: An Example
In Sec. 1 and 2, we discussed the information processing requirements
of decision makers, using the city planner scenario as an example
(Fig. 1). Now, let’s illustrate how visualization tools can be extended to
incorporate decision support features, continuing with the city planner
scenario. In our scenario, the decision maker, using the urban planning-
relevant tool BNVA (from our review, Fig. 4.11, Fig. 5.d), addresses
a traffic issue. Currently, the tool already enables a good range of
features, including support for all decision stages and an interactive
map for determining the impact of different bus route implementations
on traffic conditions.

To enhance BNVA, we propose adding input functionalities to en-
compass a broader range of alternative solutions, such as new bike lanes
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or highways. This expansion would also enable city planners to include
decision criteria beyond pre-defined sets, permitting iterative adjust-
ments to solution rankings based on new evaluation criteria. To create a
flexible decision space, BNVA could transcend traditional formats like
tabular layouts and embrace sketch-based capabilities [100]. Mirror-
ing the flexibility offered by Zooids [54], within a digital whiteboard,
decision makers can project their mental models onto visual represen-
tations, annotating and comparing solutions, such as constructing a
new highway or improving public transportation. Planners could then
employ data-aware sticky notes to annotate the new highway solution
with remarks like “reduced travel times” or “increased road capacity”.
Infusing BNVA with automation capabilities could guide planners fur-
ther by spotlighting solutions aligning with their preferences, akin to
Podium [91], facilitating revisions within the decision space.

However, it is important to note that not all decision making tools
must incorporate each feature identified by our review’s tags and metrics
to be considered effective. Understanding the specific needs and context
of decision making is crucial. In some cases, simplicity and speed may
be paramount, while in others, complex features are needed to address
domain complexity. However, we found papers often lack discussions
of design trade-offs in the context of decision making tasks. The next
section highlights the importance of the underlying design process to
identify decision makers’ needs in various contexts.
5.3 Design Process for Tailored Decision Tools
Effective design involves not only determining which features to in-
clude but also following a suitable methodology to derive and refine
those features. For that, designers need to be able to concretize the
decision problem at hand. However, during our survey, we encountered
difficulties in extracting concrete information about the decision ele-
ments, such as alternatives, criteria, and preferences from most papers.
We are concerned that this may reflect a less tailored design process
followed for the creation of decision making tools. Tool designs should
be influenced by user profiles, encompassing decision makers with
diverse goals, domains, and varying data analysis and visualization
proficiency [10]. Prior research suggests that novices would need sim-
plified functionalities, whereas experts might prefer advanced features,
customization, and enhanced visual control. In our survey, we noticed
unexpected patterns between user profiles and flexibility scores. Most
tools assumed expert users and provided limited flexibility, while a few
were designed for novices, such as Zooids and ReACH offering highly
flexible features. We observed insufficient involvement of decision
makers in the design of decision-focused tools. Even when decision
makers were involved, it was usually post-initial prototyping or during
the final evaluation. Consistent with prior reviews [25], few studies
asked participants to undertake decision tasks. This lack of early in-
volvement and minimal attention to decision makers and tasks during
the requirement analysis phase can lead to poorly defined decision
problems. To optimize tool effectiveness, early engagement with real
decision makers is vital, delivering insights into needs, preferences, and
practices and ensuring context alignment [60]. We suggest adopting
comprehensive methods, including interviews, requirements, and task
analysis for a thorough delineation of the decision making problem.

6 LIMITATIONS

Our study has limitations that should be considered when interpreting
our findings. Our VISIBILITY metric is based on what the coders
could independently agree and code, with the limited value range
in our tags due to the lack of detailed descriptions in some of the
papers. Moreover, our FLEXIBILITY metric emphasizes the diversity
of interactions across classes rather than the number of interactions
within each class. These scores indicate the number of various features
offered by each tool and should not be interpreted as negative or positive
judgments. Moreover, our study does not assess the real effectiveness
of interactions or representations, and we hope our metrics, tags, and
analysis can help design evaluations in future research. Additionally,
papers without the word “decision” in abstracts or titles might still
be relevant tools [35] or concepts like comparison [34] for decision
making. Venues other than those we reviewed such as from the GIS [55]
or PubMed [69] community, may also have pertinent papers.

7 CONCLUSION

Our survey underscores a surprising scarcity of visualization tools that
support all stages of the decision making process. We suggest future
research augment decision making tools’ flexibility, involving explo-
ration of novel paradigms like physical visualizations or immersive
technologies, catering to diverse flexibility levels, enabling decision
makers to navigate complex decisions. Concurrently, designers could
intertwine algorithmic support with user control via the enhanced flex-
ibility levels, thereby aiding preference articulation and oversight.
We hope that the metrics and review of decision sciences presented in
this study serve as valuable resources for designing novel visualization
tools. Designers can leverage these metrics to scrutinize and enrich their
designs with additional flexibility and visibility levels while addressing
domain-specific challenges by considering decision alternatives and
criteria preferences explicitly. Our study aims to empower all decision
makers with effective visualization tools, from the everyday citizen to
the highest levels of leadership, to make better-informed decisions and
move seamlessly from information to choice.
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